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English nowadays has been developed into a new reality. 
● It is no longer considered to be a “foreign” language 

● It is a tool of communication for non-native speakers all over 

the world 

● Grammatical correctness seems to give way to 

communicative effectiveness

● It is a lingua franca whose excessive use leads to the need 

to rethink the way we teach it in our classrooms. 



School Profile
School name: 1st Experimental Primary School-AUTH
No of Students: 220
No of teachers: 27
Our school is committed to academic excellence and encourages 
personal initiative, creativity and curiosity. 
The following  lesson was designed to increase my learners’ performance 
during the implementation phase of the "ENRICH Continuous Professional 
Development Course" which helped me raise awareness on ELF 
pedagogy.  
This original lesson was designed and taught in my classroom at the end 
of the school year



� Learners’ profile
No of learners in class: 21

Age(s): 11
Mother tongue(s): Greek
Nationality(-ies): Greek
Level of proficiency in English: A1-A2
Other languages they use: English, Albanian, Russian, French, 
German

� Learners’ current use of English: The students use English mostly 
at school but also during classes in private institutions, playing 
computer games, etc. I have made a padlet for them to write down 
the instances in which they use the English language

https://padlet.com/maleaathina/9s940hklge0c




� Learners’ language needs: They have been taught English 
at school since the 1st grade and they are quite good at 
vocabulary and grammar  but they hesitate to speak English and 
they worry sometimes about pronunciation/accent

� Learners’ beliefs and attitudes: My students believe that 
English is very useful for their future but they are convinced by 
parents and private tutors that they have to get a certificate to 
have something to prove their knowledge so they are mostly 
used to practice on specific kinds of exercises to prepare 
themselves for the exams. Also they correct each other when a 
word is not pronounced correctly as far as they know or think 
they know



Materials and resources used in the lesson: 

In each classroom there is either a computer or a laptop available connected to the 
internet and an overhead projector to display the screen on the board. What is 
more there is a set of speakers and a camera too. And finally there is a 
whiteboard in each class. 

The students bring their coursebooks and workbooks in class and we also use the 
online interactive books for extra online material. (UNIT 10 coursebook). For a 
real life listening we will use a video from You-tube in which a Greek woman 
asks tourists their opinion about Greek people and what do they love most 
about Greek people.

Class geography: 
The children are seated one in each desk and keep a distance due to coronavirus 
rules we have to apply in class

http://ebooks.edu.gr/ebooks/v/html/8547/2268/Agglika_E-Dimotikou_html-empl/index10_0.html


PART A: MY LESSON PLAN

1) Static & dynamic characteristics
Title of the lesson: Holidays in Greece 

Teaching situation

Purpose of teaching and learning: To teach English as a foreign 
language and apply this knowledge in EU projects
Curricular specifications: The curriculum for EFL teaching in Greece is 
a specific one designed by the Ministry of Education in 2003 and there is 
a complementary one prepared in 2011 which tries to include new 
technologies in class, specifies the communicative goals more 
explicitly.. However, the coursebooks were written some time in 2004 so 
we need to use extra material in our lessons to  be consistent to the new 
school unified curriculum. 



Coursebook specifications: 

The coursebook is written for the Ministry of Education in 2004 
and is used in all state schools for the 5th grade students. It is 
accompanied by a workbook with extra activities.

Overall purpose(s) of the lesson:

● To raise students’ awareness of ELF usage 

● To extend their vocabulary 

● To develop listening and speaking skills



Specific objective(s) of the lesson:

● recall pre-taught but also learn new vocabulary related to holidays 

● practice listening for gist 

● realize how understanding is achieved between non native speakers 

● answer simple questions in English

● use the target language to transfer information found in a text written in their 

mother tongue

● Assessment and/or correction policy:

I do not intend to assess my students but I will let them correct each other 
after listening and comment on the video extracts



Teacher and learner roles

Teacher's role: didactic, encouraging, supportive 

Student Role: Students are decoders as they are asked to 
understand the content of multi modal texts in the form of word 
cloud, table and videos by interpreting words and images as 
well as meaning constructors as they develop the semantic 
ability to use prior knowledge to interpret what they see.



Anticipated problems and ways to overcome them:
I expect some specific students who feel really confident about using 
English to speak more. Also I expect my students to use their mother 
tongue a lot.

2) Structure, description and timing of the 
tasks/activities

* Interaction within the classroom; pair work,
 discussion between the teacher and the learners
** Time allocated to each step (in minutes)



Lesson Plan 

Procedure Objectives Interaction

*

Time

**

Phase 1 Step 1: 
Vocabulary 
revision

To activate background knowledge and  

teach new vocabulary on holidays

T-Ss 

interaction
10

Step 22: 

Understanding a 

multi modal text 

To read a table with info and use background 

knowledge, prepare them for the next task 

T-Ss 

interaction
10

Phase 2 Step 3:  Listening 

for gist 

To listen for gist

expose Ls to conversation between non 

native speakers and promote their 

confidence

T-Ss 

interaction
10

Phase 3 Step 4: Speakting Mediation Pairs 10



3) Tasks/Activities included in the lesson 

1a. Look the following pictures. What do you believe we are going to deal 
with in this lesson?

b. Let’s make a word cloud with words we know and more. 

(we use the online app.”mentimeter.com)





What do you think are the reasons tourists want to spend 
their summer holidays in Greece?



2. Greece seems to be a 
very popular destination for 
tourists. 
Look at the following table 
and see how many tourists 
arrived in 2015 in Greece 
and which country they 
came from. Talk about their 
nationalities and mother 
tongue.



● What language do the tourists use to communicate 

with Greek people while visiting Greece?

● Have you ever met people from different countries?

● What language did you use to speak to them?

● Did you understand them easily?

● How did you feel about speaking English with people 

from other nationalities?



3.Watch the following video to find out what tourists say 
about Greece and Greek people

https://youtu.be/SzkE3bH6VLg

Are the people in the video native or non-native speakers?
Where are they from?
Where is the reporter from?
Did you understand them?
Do they speak English well?
Do you think that they all have a certificate in English?
Did you notice any mistakes they have made?

https://youtu.be/SzkE3bH6VLg




4. Do you think you can give a helping hand to a 
tourist ?
STUDENT A: You are a tourist waiting for your flight but 
you can’t read Greek
STUDENT B: You are a Greek waiting for your flight and 
want to help a tourist who seems to be confused 

You are both standing in front of the board. Make a short 
dialogue asking for and giving information in English





My students enjoyed the whole lesson and the video judging by 
their reactions and comments but also their participation and 
response. 

They had a lot of vocabulary to recall and a lot to share about 
previous holidays and people they have met 

They were surprised by the amount of tourists visiting Greece each 
year and the reasons they choose it. The video came to confirm 
their beliefs and some of them noticed the comments foreigners 
make about Greek habits and how they comment them.

Evaluation of the lesson



I had to explain the notions of native and non-native speakers before asking the questions I had prepared for them.
I realised that most of them have already used the language with foreigners and mentioned the fact that they felt very comfortable, they were understood and that they speak English better than students from abroad.
I was surprised by that because in class they seem to hesitate to speak english in front of their classmates. 
They were very willing to help a tourist and the produced dialogues were quite good. 



The biggest challenge for me was to find a video with a variety of non-native speakers using English. 
The most important thing that I learned from this assignment is that there are ways we can use in class to make our students speak English more and more freely and at the same time make them more conscious on the fact that emphasis should be on understanding each other and not pronouncing correctly or avoiding mistakes.
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